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The new approach 
of chemical leasing

does not pay to own a chemical, but 

spends money for the benefits provided by 

a chemical

sells the function of a chemical, including 

know-how on efficiency, risks and proper 

management

will decline as chemicals volume turns from a 

factor for earnings (“the more you sell the more 

you earn“) to a cost driver (“less is more“)

will be shared in a fair way among the involved 

partners

User of chemicals

Producer of 
chemicals

Amount of chemicals 
produced

Added value

Share the 
incentive to 
reduce chemical 
quantities and 
optimise the 
process



Chemical leasing, 
a triple win situation

Economy

Costs 
users

Costs 
supplier

cost reduction and added value as a 
consequence of benefit based pricing

water pollution

waste load

Environment

emission and resource use reduction as 
a logical consequence of the business

air pollution

Win:
environment & health

Win:
supplier

Win:
user

resource use



Metal cleaning: Example for 
one of the success stories

-99,5%

Open machine solvent
754 kg

air emissions  520 kg

wastes 233 kg

Closed machine
solvent
160 kg

air emissions  10 kg

wastes 150 kg

Closed machine and chemical 
product services

solvent
15 kg

air emissions  10 kg

wastes 5 kg

COMPLEASE TM

Chemical Leasing
solvent

4 kg

air emissions  1 kg

wastes 3 kg

Amount per 100kg of 
cleaned metal part

Legislation

Chemical Leasing
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Chemical Leasing 
in different sectors

Classical business model: 
payment per t of powder 

coating

Payment per m² of 
coated surface

Powder coating

Payment per ha 
agriculture area 
with controlled 

pest

Classical business model: 
payment per kg 

pesticides

Agrochemicals 

Classical business model: 
payment per t of treatment 

chemical

Payment per m³ of 
purified water

Water treatment

Classical business 
model: payment per kg 

of glue

Payment per 
labelled bottle

Labelling glues



Support: 
Information, Tools, Policy  

UNIDO Chemical Leasing Website
http://www.chemicalleasing.org/

Video Chemical Leasing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dst2PMreujc

Chemical Leasing Toolkit
http://chemicalleasing-toolkit.org/

Websites Toolkit International Joint Declaration on Chemical Leasing 

http://www.chemicalleasing.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dst2PMreujc
http://chemicalleasing-toolkit.org/

